
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of JEE developer.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for JEE developer

Knowledge of design patterns, best practices, standards
Familiarity with shell-scripting in Linux
Assist in the development of CBP Common Framework-compliant UI/UX to
promote clear, consistent, and simple to use interfaces for developed
applications
Actively participate in formal and informal design reviews, solution sessions,
and project milestone meetings contribute to project document artifacts
Integrate with, and materially contribute to, project portfolio teams as a
matrixed resource to provide development and issue resolution expertise in
collaboration with data scientists, intelligence analysts, developers, and other
participants at the direction of a project manager
Design and implement Micro Service Architecture JEE software applications -
Use modern software engineering tools including Eclipse, Rational
Application Developer (RAD), and Atlassian Suites for design, development,
and testing the software - Present the solution at formal and informal design
reviews, and document the design according to the Government's system
lifecycle methodology
Writing application development, design briefs and installation and operation
manuals for modifications
Unit and integration tests of developed applications
Translation of the business requirement and use cases to support
development of java-based applications
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Qualifications for JEE developer

Java Application Server required (Websphere preferred, but JBoss/WildFly or
Tomcat experience is sufficient)
Experience with continuous integration utilizing platforms such as
Hudson/Jenkins and build languages such as
Good understanding of Spring framework including, SpringMVC, core, aspect
as the MVC strategy to design and development of the enterprise web
applications
Working experience on any version control look like GitHub, SVN
3+ years of experience in Database like MySQL, Oracle
Associate / Bachelor’s Degree required


